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Quick guide - Setting up your Confidea T Plixus
microphones and Audio-Engine ( AE-R )

The AE-R Controller:
1.

Note the rear view of the AE-R as per the attached diagram ---> ref:
AE-R-RearConnect-v19xxxx.

2.

This is the 19” AE-R and one power supply for 40 mics, or two power
supplies for 80 mics. Both the power supply and the AE-R need
switching on (see attached item 1)

3.

There are four Cat 5 outlets (3) – max of 20 mics per daisy chain on
each port. If you connect more they will drop out.

4.

Dip switch (4) – if you don’t use a port then switch the power off on
the dip switch.

5.

Dante outlets (5) – these are not connected unless requested.

6.

(6) Balanced XLR and RCA output audio ports – all set to zero DB
default.

7.

(7) Balanced XLR and RCA input audio ports – all set to zero DB
default.

8.

(8) US port for audio recording.
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9.

(9) LAN port – default address is http://192.168.0.100 but the
actual address may be different – look at the address label on the
top of the case or unit to see the correct IP address for your AE-R.
The subnet will always be 255.255.255.0. You will need to adjust
your PC so that the IP range is the same as the above. You can
use any browser without software to connect to the AE-R.

10.

When connected for the first time you will see a Sign in as ‘Operator’
and if a username and password are required, use ‘admin’.

11.

The default opening page is http://192.168.0.100/#/home, and from
there you can navigate to all pages required:

Technicians Browser Control Page
12.

The

technicians

control
page
is
called
‘Operator‘
http://192.168.0.100/#/operator and from there technicians can follow the
progress of the conference switching on and off microphones and
many other control settings.

13.

On the http://192.168.0.100/#/audiorouting page you can adjust all
Auxiliary levels, in and out, balanced and unbalanced, with and
without external EQ.

14.

http://192.168.0.100/#/audio enables adjustment of mic speaker levels,

dynamic adjustments and auto gain.
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http://192.168.0.100/#/discussion options enables the max number of

mics that can be active concurrently (we set at 3) plus the chair.
16.

Chairman’s mic can always be activated and the mic also has two
special keys as shown. The right-hand ‘kill’ button, with
the cross on it, when held in lets the Chair temporarily
suspend all mics whilst the Chair addresses the meeting.
Additionally, if the Chair just touches and releases this

Chairman’s
Control Buttons

button it disconnects all microphones permanently.

17.

The left of those two buttons, with the inverted arrow, enables
queueing of delegates and if required this can be selected on the
‘discussion options’ page by selecting ‘Request’.

18.

For more information please see the main manual (irrelevant pages
have been removed).

Setting up the field microphones:
19.

If you have sent Bramshaw the table and room layout you will have
been supplied a suggested layout and numbering sketch – see
attached example – Microphone Numbering page.

20.

All microphones cables are connected in a daisy-chain format, soon
the base the Cat5E cable enters each microphone in one port and
leaves for the next mic. from the other port. The port selection is not
important but is usually selected so the cables don’t cross over each
other as they drop over the front edge of the meeting table.

21.

Depending on the microphone layout you would’ve been given many
cables including 1, 2, 3, 5, 10 metre and so on. The one metre cables
are used when the microphones are right next to each other.

22.

Be sure to ensure that the CAT5E plug terminator ‘clicks’ into place
into the base socket of each microphone.

23.

It is very important that only Cat 5E data cables are used as nonscreened cables may lead to interference in communications.
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24.

Each of the four data ports on the back of the controller can carry a
maximum of 20 microphones. So if for example you have 30
microphones it is a good idea to put 15 microphones on each port.

25.

If there are spare Cat 5 ports then you can switch off the
corresponding dip micro switch for the spare port(s).

26.

CAUTION: The AE-R controller conference network ports CN 1 to 4
are all 48V ports so under no circumstances plug your PC network
into any of these ports as it may damage the communication system
on your PC.

27.

NUMBERING the mics:

28.

Go to browser /Menu/Initialisation

29.

You can select either ‘Open access’ or ‘Manual initialisation’.
30.

In

‘Open

access’

mics

are

numbered in whatever order they are
installed and you don’t really care where
they are located in the chain.
31.

So, install and cable all of the mics,

switch on the Plixus AE-R controller, select Open access and push
all of the buttons to switch the mics on.
Open Access Config 1

32.

Manual

Initialisation:

Mics

are

numbered in the order you wish and
where you really care where they are
located.
33.

Go to browser /Menu/Initialisation,

select

‘Manual

initialisation’,

initialisation’ and ‘Confirm’.

Closed access Config 1
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34.

All LEDs will then flash in unison red on both stem and mic. bases.

35.

Starting with the button you wish to be Mic # 1, press the mic button
once on that mic’s. base. Its LEDs will turn to stationary green on
that mic. Now press the next mic’s button that you wish to be #1 and
so on. Ignore Unit numbers on the RHS ‘Initialisation list’ which will
fill as you proceed with the activation process.

36.

Press Stop Initialisation and go to Menu/Operator. On the RHS you
will see the ‘Available microphones’. Click them with the mouse to
switch on & off etc.. You can do a whole lot more if you refer to the
full instruction manual.

37.

When you switch the AE-R off and on the next time you use this
config.

will

remain

until

you

once

again

select

http://192.168.0.100/#/initialization/, ‘Manual initialisation’, ‘Clear
initialisation’ and ‘Confirm’.
-----------------------------Thank you for using Bramshaw ICS – for help please contact 24 hours:
FreePhone 1800 507 557 or if urgent 0412 351 290 – call or text
or email @ info@bramshaw.com.au
Instructions manuals can be downloaded from:
https://www.bramshaw.com.au/manuals
end
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Example only shared mics - note there
are 50 mics so we have distributed them
over 4 legs, more on mics closer and less
on those furthest away from the Audio
Engine AE-R.
L1 - 16 mics, L2 - 17 mics, L3 - 10 mics &
L4 - 7 mics. This also minimises voltage
drop on the longer legs.

Customer microphone placement indication

Bramshaw ICS Conference Communications

ref: MicrophoneNumbering-Vxx

AE-R
controller

L1

L2

L3

L4

Example DIGIMIC
Microphone cabling
planning by Bramshaw
for customers

